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About This Software

A 360 degree panorama is one of the best ways to capture how a scene truly looks when you are there. VR Photo Viewer makes
it easy to view these memories as they are meant to be.

Connect to your Google Photos account to see all supported photos in your collection

View files stored on your PC or connected devices

Supports audio recorded by Cardboard Camera

Preview your photos on a small scale and select which one to view in full quality

Easily switch between photos with VR controller support

Supported photo types:

Cardboard Camera (.vr.jpg)

Photo Sphere
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3D Stereoscopic photos like those taken with Fujifilm FinePix REAL 3D or Nintendo 3DS (MPO)

Top-bottom 3D

Side-by-side 3D

Panoramic

"Flat" / normal JPG photos

More features continue to be added, provide your feedback to let us know what you'd like to see next!
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Title: VR Photo Viewer
Genre: Utilities
Developer:
SprocketVR
Publisher:
SprocketVR
Release Date: 22 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater.

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better.

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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2\/10
Couldn't figure out what I was supposed to be doing and nobody told me. Poor graphics and framerate also compound what is a
confusing and frustrating experience.
DEVS - include a tutorial level.. Before I Played:
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After I Played:
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\u3000\u3000\u3000 \u4e36 \uffe3 _\u4eba'\u5f61). This game needs some work, and if it does see fixes and updates I will
gladly revisit it and alter my recommendation. I found myself very frustruated with the game over all, while it has some great
ideas it sadly falls short and just feels like it is missing some final polishing. Detailed points below video URL.

I play the game here: https://youtu.be/-Y0qup5sq5Y

Now, here is the laundry list:

Pros:
+ Great stylized visuals for the inner cyberpunk in all of us
+ Rockin chiptunes
+ Its like playing an untextured Wolf 3D
+ Has potential to be better

Cons:
- Mouse rotation and straifing usually end up with you not being able to make a full turn. I would almost rather be able to turn
off mouselook, and rebind A and D to turn left/right instead of strafe as it doesnt help me any.
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- Graphics might be just a bit to barren, its too easy to get lost
- The enemies that pose an immideate threat early on are all hitscan and fire faster than the chaingun demons in doom.
- God forbid you run out of ammo lest you have to use the powerglove which feels so useless
- By the way, if you have your fist weapon out walking over ammo does not pick it up. You need to have your pistol equiped.
- Title Screen is louder than all hell and does not lower in volume with settings.. I've been crashing a lot lately. I can't even finish
a day. It's always at certain time of the day, suddenly the game crashed. I thought it was my computer when I left in on pause for
some time, it didn't crash. I can't play this game anymore because it won't let me finish the day. I can't move on.. 100%
Chaos...just the way I like it
-Fun gameplay modes, Varied tracks, Great graphics
-Crazy AI drivers that definitely give you a run for your money

...Now get out there and get rekt
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Bought the game and I didn't even know what it was
10/10. I really wanted to like this game and thought it would be better than it is.. Deprecation of GFWL breaks save function.
Game no longer playable on modern computers. Avoid unless you REALLY like playing the tutorial missions over and over
again. I've played a lot of beat-em-ups, with some of the most lax being made for OpenBOR.

Sadly, this game ranks with the worst of OpenBOR in terms of combat. Hit detection is absolute crap, and the controls take
some time to figure out. And while they aren't that complicated, they also don't feel like there is a attack-type-to-strategy ratio.
They either all work, or all don't work.

You'll be spammed constantly at the very beginning of the game by enemies you can't dodge, can't block, and can't defeat all at
once. Health pickups are plentiful, with an odd choice of an alternate button for pickup (why can't it be the attack button, like
every other beat-em-up ever made in the 1990s?) but never seem to appear when you need them most.

What is redeemable about the game? Graphics are pretty good, and voice acting is moderately acceptable.

What is unforgivable about the game? Cut scenes have great art but are cursed with some of the worst writing I've seen in ages.
Game tries hard to look like Golden Axe, but one can't honestly compare the gameplay. The gameplay in this title barely
functions.

Oh yeah, and the kitchen boss died in such a way that the game couldn't continue (boss died offscreen). And you CAN'T quit to
the menu when this happens and start over--you have to close the whole window or use Task Manager.

By the way, the game didn't recognize my controller. All Steam games recognize my controller, but not this one, apparently..
10/10 would Putt again.

I love this game. I played it all the time as a kid. The nostalgia is strong.. Nice clothes, awesome paint. This is a great game,
bought it in the VR sale along with Due, which is found to be amazing.

These are now some of my favourate VR games.

I hope the dev does some more VR games, as I will certainly by buying them.. I wanted to like this game, I really did. I think the
art style is interesting and the aesthetic is very nice. The game however, is heavily flawed with a terrible control scheme and
unresponsive controls. I hope in the future the dev takes the time to fix this game. It could have been something great.. You
need a lot of blind luck to beat the game!
In a nutshell, or in this case in a cookie bowl, sweet zup-clone with very bad physics and achievements.
3/10 (not happy)
. VIDEO GAMING ON MY RECORD FINE .. WELL DONE WHILE THE VIDEO RECORDING WAS VERY LAG AND
BLANK .... I'M BACK TO MY MONEY , Made two videos with this programe. First video went great, every thing was
recorded, editing went fine, converting and saving worked. Second video had major problems, recording was good, but when I
tryied to edit, convert, or save the programe keeps crashing on me. If anyone knows how to fix this problem please message me.
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